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TextShuttle AG
- founded in 2009
- EU project SUMAT 2011-2014
- MT system development since 2015
- current staff: 8
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Core competences

1. Tailor-made NMT solutions
2. Latest NMT technology
3. Instant Terminology integration
4. On-premise installation for highest data security
5. Customers from Banking, Insurance, DiY-Retail, Government, …
6. Market: CH and neighbors
7. Track record of fast return-on-investment
TextShuttle and the European Language Grid

1. Data: Access to (Parallel) Corpora for NMT Training
2. Awareness: MT Meetups with best practices and speakers from the Language Technology Industry
3. Continuing Education: Courses on MT and post-editing
4. Joining forces: Text vs. speech translation
5. Expansion to innovation areas: NLP for Accessibility